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About This Game

Echoes in White - a Relaxation Music Experience

Escape the ”Mental Hamster Wheel” and leave behind everyday stress. Dive into the fantastic visual worlds of Space and the
Green Oasis combined with magic binaural music.

Enter the Spaceship menu. Choose your music style: from classic, ambient up to electronic mixes. Enjoy stunning Space
Worlds, a beautiful Green Oasis and a surreal White World. The “Chrystal Dancer” leads you back to Space. With your

Controller you can select the different audio mixes.

Inside the Spaceship you have more options: Relax inside the interactive Fantasy Shapes and Rays of Light. You can completely
let go mentally while you are creating stars, suns, bubbles or leaves combined with electronic and world ethno music. Watch the

bonus video, enjoy the binaural Audio Dome.
This experience is meant especially for relaxation - enjoy a peaceful world without the need of much interaction.

Echoes in White - wellness for your soul, designed by international artists!
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Genre: Casual
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Classic Arts GmbH
Publisher:
Magic Horizons GmbH
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 1060

Storage: 6 GB available space
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echoes white veil. echoes in white vr. echoes in white

This game is bloody, gruesome, and just plain terrible, yet it is also exceedingly fun for a quick couple of rounds before doing
something more productive. I got it on the Steam Summer sale (so it was really inexpensive) and enjoyed it so much I had to buy
a copy for my son.. more people need this shizz. Very nice ... even though it's quite difficult on some levels.
Highly recommended. Most fun I had with a game in a long time.. The game starts off good, but it goes downhill before too
long. The voice acting is decent, for the most part, but let down by one or two scenes. The main reason I can't recommend this
game is that minor issues pile up after a while.

After finding the third key to open a gate on one of the story missions, waiting for the gate to open and using a grappling hook
to get through the gate, I managed to fall through the world and die. After this the gate already had three keys in it, but my
checkpoint had been at a location where the gate was still closed. So there was no way for me to progress short of replaying a
whole level (planet?).

Also, I don't know how late in the game the spaceflight and ground vehicles shown in the trailer appear, but I didn't reach them.
Also, while you can scan plants and animals for upgrades, this is not what you need for weapon or suit upgrades. I had a
boatload of currency by the time I gave up, but not enough "Quantium" or "Lumite" to upgrade anything other than my ship.

The useless nature of ship upgrades is another thing. In my 5-ish hours I had two instaces of ship combat, which lasted maybe
20 seconds each. As a result I never felt the need to upgrade my weapons for my ship and instead save my money hoping for a
random trader to sell me minerals so I could get useful upgrades for my guns which never seemed to have enough ammo.
. Funny game, but to hard for me to play it!! Hhahahaha xDDDD. Good game. It's funny. And i played it 4 years ago. The
feeling is the same: "How to solve this ♥♥♥♥ing problem?". Hopefully i get a refund... i didnt absolutely hate it. but couldnt
keep playing the fact that you cant sprint drives me insane slowly walking everywhere not for me. but like the idea just wish it
was better executed. the aimming is off too you gotta aim like slightly to the right kinda annoying as well hopefully it all gets
fixed. Love the game, but there's a glitch in the code that makes it unbeatable. At the point where you have to look through the
binoculars with the rose glasses, no turtle ever approaches the breath analyzer. I waited for 20 minutes and nothing happened,
whereas various walkthroughs show how quickly the turtle comes up when you're looking. You cannot enter the dogbot because
of this, meaning you can't win the game. I would recommend the game if it actually worked.

Also, the mouse is broken. I thought it was maybe my computer but it's not, it's only in-game the mouse goes haywire, jumping
all over the screen, getting stuck on the right-hand side, moving when you click something so that you end up clicking something
else... endlessly frustrating. I love this game, have since I was a child, but the glitches are making it unbearable.. Dead Noir The
Heart is a basic investigation game that left me underwhelmed.

You can find a about 15 minutes of gameplay with commentary here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Ke-lLamt4NU

Theres not much to be said about this game, mainly due to there not being much to do in it.

You play Jackson Corpse, a retired cop who now does freelance investigations for the police. Your asked to investigate a crime
scene, that ends up being a chain of crime scenes.

The investigation part of the game is simplistic, you walk around the room until you get near enough to something of interest
then a prompt to investigate comes up. This is repeated multiple times per crime scene until you have found them all. Once all
clue are found you can then use "detective vision" to see the flow of what happened.

While the premise is interesting, and I liked how the description of information found is tied into the scene, the implementation
is simplistic. Its not hard to find the clues, with most found in a few minutes and I almost felt I could have just watched the
game do it for me and got the same experience. That's a shame as I can see what the developer was going for, but it just doesn't
hit the mark.

As stated, the game is controller only, but I don't see why there isn't mouse and keyboard support as there is no advantage to
using a controller.
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The graphics are simple, and I found that sometimes the items are clipping into each other. This is especially obvious with the
woman that you speak too, who was always looking in the wrong direction and seemed to be part of the chair she was sitting on.
The background music was fine, but the game had no way to turn it down or off if that was your preference.

For me, the game didn't hit the mark. I don't regret buying it, but I wouldn't recommend it to anyone I know.
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I bought this game because of it's approach to locomotion and I whip it out every time someone wants a more hands on
interactive play through with VR. Worth every penny at the asking price.. Drawful is part of my life now.. the first level is the
most strategic , then you become OP and the game becomes easy , nor is there enough content to keep you interested :/. trading
cards

10/10. absolute garbage tier . shouldn't even be on steam.. The Achievements alone make this game worth buying. This game is
pure sh*t. My game was bugged in the catacomb chamber so I wasn't able to go on and I had to finish it on youtube. This can't
happen in a good game, nor in a Graphic Adventure, where the triggers chain is very simple. Apart from this, the game was
already going bad, too many illogic and hard beyond necessary puzzles, and I played a lot of GA, I know what I'm talking about.
It did can have a mediocre mark but this huge deal breaks down everything. Game 1 was already very, very bad but game 2 had
been able to rise it and game 3 was doing a good job on the same line, but all these things breaked the saga down.. 10\/10, adds
some amazing features and the Paladin class (which is seriously powerful- Nerf beckoningly so). Love the game so far, I really
didn't want to use the T feature because I wanted to read what was going on and not annoy the little cute box. I'm so excited to
read what is going on next in the first Episode. That Cliff-hanger was good.. So I have played this game for a good bit, beat it
three times already with the different endings. It has great potential, the combat system is simple and pretty fun for what it is,
and like the old Fallout games you can go through the whole game without killing a damn thing, granted you may get a minor
head ache like I did. I will give a little list of pros and cons down below, in my opinion of course. I will NOT be counting ponies
as a pro or con, because it really doesnt matter.

Pros in my opinion:
- A dark story that has some good potental.
- Gameplay mechanics are easy to understand.
- Three different ways to control the character (Might be minor, but its certainly nice.
- The bit graphics are not the ultimate but they are certainly detailed and lovely, bringing the dark themes out wonderfully.
-Different endings, now three endings, one bad, one neutral-ish, and a good ending.
-Sound track adds a ton of atmosphere and over all is pretty great! Except for the pause menu sounds..

Cons:
-The pause menu sounds grind on the ears and are definitely a bit annoying. Luckily its just a pause menu and you wont be in it
much at all.
- No bar or anything to tell when your character will go maniac (This happens when you kill too much without soothing souls).
- To some people the game could be very basic, but what do you expect from an early access game and is still in development?

I really had to think for a few of the cons, honestly this game is pretty fun for only two dollars U.S. I am very much looking
foward to the coming updates and where this game will go.

Edit: New update added a new ending, an actual 'good' ending. Thank you developers!
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